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Moderato \( \cdot = 100 \) Intro. ad libitum

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Oh.} & \quad \text{While the river flows a-} \\
\text{Oh.} & \quad \text{Oh} \\
\text{Oh.} & \quad \text{Oh} \\
\text{Oh.} & \quad \text{Oh} \\
\text{Oh.} & \quad \text{Oh} \\
\text{Oh.} & \quad \text{While the river flows a-} \\
\end{align*} \]

wan-der by the river Where my love has

as I wan-der by the river Where my love

flown, All the birds in the cotton-woods a-

has flown, All the birds in the cotton-woods a -

bove her, Know I love her, know I

bove her, a_bove her Know I love her, know I love her, know I

bove her, a_bove her Know I love her, know I love her, know I

But my dreams, like the songs she sang in care, know I care, But my dreams, like the songs she sang in care, know I care, But my dreams, like the songs she sang in care, know I care, But my dreams, like the songs she sang in Spanish, Seem to vanish in the songs she sang in Spanish, Seem to vanish in the Spanish Seem to vanish, vanish, in the air, I wonder where, So I wonder as I air, I wonder where, So I wonder as I air, I wonder where, So I wonder, so I wonder as I air, but where, So I wonder as I
wander, Will love come along.

wander, Will love come along.

as I wander, will love come, will love come along.

wander, Will love, will love come along.

Must I live ever haunted By the

Must I live ever haunted By the

long, Must I live, must I live ever haunted By the

Must I live ever haunted By the

memory of a song, While the river Río

memory of a song, While the river Río

memory of a song, the song, While the river Río

memory of a song, the song, While the river Río

Bravo flows along. By the long, Río Bravo flows along. By the long, flows along. By the long, a long Río Bravo flows a long. By the long, a long, Río Bravo flows a long. By the long, Río Bravo flows a long. By the long, Río Bravo flows a long. By the long, Río Bravo flows a long. While the Bravo, Río Bravo, Bravo, While the Bravo, Río Bravo, Bravo, While the Bravo, Oh, river Río Bravo, While the Bravo, Río Bravo, Bravo, While the river Río Bravo, Río Bravo flows along. river Río Bravo flows along, along. river Río Bravo flows along, along. river Río Bravo flows along, along. river Río Bravo flows along.